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Abstract: NASA’s human spaceflight efforts are moving towards long-duration exploration missions requiring asynchronous communication between onboard crew and an increasingly remote ground support. In current missions aboard the International Space Station, there is a near real-time communication loop between Mission Control Center and astronauts. This communication is essential today to support operations, maintenance, and science requirements onboard, without which many tasks would no longer be feasible. As NASA takes the next leap into a new era of human space exploration, new methods and tools compensating for the lack of continuous, real-time communication must be explored. The Human-Computer Interaction Group at NASA Ames Research Center has been investigating emerging technologies and their applicability to increase crew autonomy in missions beyond low Earth orbit. Interactions using augmented reality and the Internet of Things have been researched as possibilities to facilitate usability within procedure execution operations. This paper outlines four research efforts that included technology demonstrations and usability studies with prototype procedure tools implementing emerging technologies. The studies address habitat feedback integration, analogous procedure testing, task completion management, and crew training. Through these technology demonstrations and usability studies, we find that low- to medium-fidelity prototypes, evaluated early in the design process, are both effective for garnering stakeholder buy-in and developing requirements for future systems. In this paper, we present the findings of the usability studies for each project and discuss ways in which these emerging technologies can be integrated into future human spaceflight operations.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

In 2021, NASA will have spent sixty years conducting human spaceflight operations. From Mercury onwards, including the current International Space Station (ISS) programs, astronauts and flight controllers in Mission Control Center (MCC) have had near real-time communications. Even during the Apollo program, the landing sites selected enabled line-of-sight communication with Earth [1]. Space-to-Ground communication between these two teams is essential and allows for astronauts to have real-time access to the vast knowledge and resources available on Earth. Flight controllers can supervise and manage the various subsystems of the spacecraft, allowing astronauts to focus on other tasks. If something goes awry in space, astronauts and flight controllers can collaborate to diagnose, repair, and recover from the issue. Astronauts can also receive advice, training, and guidance to complete scientific or maintenance tasks.
The new challenge that NASA faces in human spaceflight operations for future long-duration exploration missions (LDEMs) stems from the dramatic change in communications between astronauts and ground. As missions explore farther afield from Earth, one-way light time communication transmissions increase. Communication latencies start from a few seconds on the Moon and grow to several minutes while in transit to Mars. Once on Mars, astronauts will encounter up to 44-min round trip communication delays. Communication is unlikely to be constant, and MCC and astronauts will only be able to exchange data during certain times of the day. Depending on the length of the stay, astronauts will also contend with periods of time where there is no communication with Earth. As such, astronauts need to become more Earth-independent, completing assigned tasks and dealing with unexpected events more autonomously. This significant shift in operations requires innovative, new methods, tools, and processes that enable astronauts to conduct themselves autonomously from MCC. At NASA Ames Research Center (ARC), the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) Group has started to investigate the use of emerging technologies to make crew autonomy possible under high communication latencies. Through a series of prototypes and user testing, we aim to identify how best to map these emerging technologies to tasks conducted in human spaceflight operations in order to design future systems with high user adoption and acceptable usability.

1.2. Training and Task Execution Research

The future of training and procedure execution for NASA missions to the Moon (with Artemis targets in 2024 [3]) and Mars (targets in the 2030s and beyond [4]) is likely to include a combination of virtual and augmented reality to display information collected by a ubiquitous collection of Internet of Things (IoT) sensors within the spacecraft, habitat, and nearby robotic agents. NASA has been integrating advanced display technologies into training and procedure execution since the early 1990s. NASA Johnson Space Center’s Virtual Reality Lab was created in 1991, and astronauts have been using virtual reality (VR) there since 1993 to train and plan for spacewalks and operate robotic arms. More recently, astronauts onboard the ISS have used commercially available augmented reality (AR) headsets such as Google Glass and the Microsoft HoloLens to assist with scientific experiments and demonstrate potential uses for enabling astronauts to better complete procedures with the help of remote support from MCC. These opportunities demonstrate NASA’s desire to integrate these advanced displays into future missions, but research is required to identify opportunities where VR/AR can provide the most benefit over traditional training. Care must also be taken to avoid instances where training and simulated task execution in VR/AR does not accurately align with reality in order to avoid poor transfer of training to actual operation while in space.

Astronauts onboard the Space Shuttle flew with large volumes containing detailed procedures of the tasks they were expected to conduct during their missions (see Figure 1). Though these procedures have largely been digitized to Portable Document Format (PDF) files, emergency procedures for the ISS continue to be available on paper in case of power failure. In order to advance the state of the art for spaceflight procedures, we have looked at analogous work processes embedded with technicians on Earth. Technicians often carry large manuals or tablets with reference material into the field with them, where a hands-free digital interface would greatly improve ground procedure execution. Like astronauts, technicians typically need their hands free to execute work. Heads-up displays are a demonstrated technology solution with successful adoption in the domain of technician field execution. Field service technician work execution technologies within industrial manufacturing domains are already heavily invested in hands-free mixed reality experiences. Additionally, aviation, aeronautics, and product manufacturing contexts have demonstrated the utility of checklists. However, much of the research around the use of procedures and checklists has focused on training.
Research investigating the effects of virtual and augmented reality training has previously shown improved performance compared to conventional types of training. This research in virtual and augmented reality training has primarily focused on surgery, assembly, and maintenance skills. All three of these tasks are analogous to the types of tasks astronauts are required to accomplish during the completion of procedures in their missions. Surgical training has seen particular focus by researchers due to the inherent high-risk nature of the task, as well as the expense and limited time of expert instructors [5–8].

The use of VR to simulate surgical tasks was first proposed by Satava [5] in the early 1990s [5]. They used an off-the-shelf VR head mounted display (HMD) and a “DataGlove”, which essentially acted as a joystick, for the user to interact with the scene. Satava [5] described five areas that must be met to provide a realistic simulation:

- Fidelity: the graphics must have an acceptable level of resolution for the task
- Object properties: the objects in the scene must behave with sufficient reality
- Interactivity: the user must be able to interact with the virtual scene
- Sensory input: the user must receive appropriate sensory feedback
- Reactivity: the objects must behave appropriately when the user interacts with them

At that point in time, computers were only capable of meeting these standards at the most basic level. Despite this, Satava [5] noted recent rapid advances in computing power, and that VR training could be particularly useful “in this era of animal-rights sensitivity and of fear of exposure to blood-borne diseases such as AIDS and hepatitis” [5].

Less than ten years later, Seymour et al. [7] showed that virtual reality training could improve operating room performance [7]. Seymour et al. [7] presented the results of a double-blind study demonstrating that “virtual reality training transfers technical skills to the operating room (OR) environment” [7]. In the study, surgical residents were split into either a non-VR-trained control group or a VR-trained group and trained to perform laparoscopic cholecystectomy. The authors showed that, while overall task performance time did not significantly decrease, the VR-trained group made significantly fewer errors. This result indicated that students could be trained to perform better without any risk to patients, and “validated the transfer of training skills from VR to OR sets the stage for more sophisticated uses of VR in assessment, training, error reduction, and certification of surgeons” [7].
Around the same time, Boud et al. [9] found significantly improved assembly times for subjects who used VR or AR training over conventional 2D engineering drawings [9]. In their task, subjects had to assemble a water pump after receiving instructions on paper “conventional” drawings, in VR, or in AR. Subjects in the VR and AR conditions wore HMDs to see their environment. Subjects who received training in VR or AR performed significantly better than subjects trained with conventional drawings, and subjects who received training with the AR system performed significantly better than the subjects trained with VR. More recently, Webel et al. [10] developed an augmented reality training platform for assembly and maintenance skills [10]. The authors combined an augmented reality video aid with a vibrotactile bracelet to assist with augmented reality training. The video aid was displayed on a tablet computer that combined predefined augmented reality cues with a video feed of the real world. The bracelet had six vibration segments, which could be activated independently, allowing for both translational and rotational “channels” that guide the user. Webel et al. [10] ran a study that grouped subjects into two groups to determine if training with the AR system was more effective than traditional training. To measure the effects of the training, the authors investigated both the task completion time and the number of “unsolved errors.” The authors found that overall task completion times were not significantly different between the control and AR groups, but the AR group had significantly less unsolved errors. This result is consistent with other studies using VR, including the above-mentioned Seymour et al. [7] study.

This research has shown that measuring human performance and the effects of training can be challenging. Even in experiments with seemingly improved and subjectively preferred training techniques, the results of training rarely reflect performance changes. While overall task completion times generally do not change as a result of training in VR or AR, the number of task errors has been shown to be decreased [5,7]. Despite these challenges, VR has been used onboard the ISS when astronauts are planning for complicated spacewalks or conducting tasks with the robotic arms. Until recently, researchers have noted that the computational limits of the hardware used in these VR and AR experiments have reduced their effectiveness. Recent advances in hardware allow for fully mobile, head mounted augmented reality solutions which may ultimately prove to be more useful.

The integration of additional task execution data has the potential to increase the efficiency of training. Internet of Things sensors have the potential to provide additional sources of data about interactions with objects in the environment which can then be provided back to the trainee in real-time or after the task is complete. These sensors and feedback strategies can similarly be used by astronauts during task execution in lieu of real-time communications with MCC. The recent integration of augmented reality and the Internet of Things has led to a large number of publications in the past decade, often between fields of research that had previously had little interaction before (see reviews by Norouzi et al. [11] and Kim [12]). The Internet of Things is a term which describes a “network of sensors and actuators within or attached to real-world objects” [13]. IoT sensors rarely have built-in displays to provide their information, but “AR has... been touted as one of the ideal interfaces for IoT” [14]. This prediction has manifested with a diverse collection of uses which include many topics essential to future space operations such as city planning and monitoring [15], precision farming [16], robotic movement planning and execution [17], and maintenance procedures for monitoring and safety systems [18]. While this breadth of research shows ongoing interest in the union of AR and IoT, many usability questions remain which have yet to be addressed in the literature.

Evaluating the usability of early prototypes is an essential part of the design and implementation of new tools. Low fidelity prototypes are usually required when considering features and capabilities of future software and hardware tools which have yet to be developed, and their evaluation can lead to meaningful requirements for these future systems. While some studies have found that higher fidelity prototypes offer benefits over lower fidelity prototypes, the majority of studies show that reduced fidelity prototypes provide equivalent results to their high-fidelity counterparts [19]. As lower fidelity prototypes
are easier to create, evaluate, and iterate on, they can provide a useful tool for designing future systems. These benefits can prove particularly valuable early in the design process, when the designer is trying to “find the manifestation that, in its simplest form, will filter the qualities in which the designer is interested without distorting the understanding of the whole” [20]. This fundamental prototyping principle is valuable for evaluation and testing, especially when investigating complex user interactions with new technology.

1.3. Usability of Emerging Technologies

The process of integrating these emerging technologies into operations is not straightforward, particularly in safety-critical domains like human spaceflight. AR interactions and IoT sensors have increased the possibilities for user-centered interactions of products, potentially enhancing user experience. Yet how exactly can these emerging technologies enhance, not detract, from procedure training and execution? The HCI Group has been building software for space mission control and operations for more than ten years (e.g., [21–23]). Fundamental to our software development approach is pairing it with HCI research and methods, emphasizing usability and user experience through thoughtful and purposeful designs. As such, NASA Ames Research Center’s HCI Group, in collaboration with San Jose State University Research Foundation and HCI graduate students at Carnegie Mellon University, have studied the use of emerging technology to enhance user experience during procedure training and execution for future LDEMs.

The emerging technologies we have focused our prototypes and investigations on are AR and IoT. We believe these technologies can revolutionize LDEM human spaceflight operations, as they have the potential to significantly improve astronauts’ task performance without the constant assistance traditionally provided by MCC. Currently, astronauts onboard ISS depend on procedures to complete assigned tasks and resolve unexpected issues. Procedures are digital written documents with images and, occasionally, embedded videos delineating step-by-step instructions. Procedures are developed and certified by a large team of ground controllers and are made available to crew when completing tasks. While astronauts are trained on the tasks they must complete in space, it is often years between training and execution. Due to the long time between training and execution, concepts such as just-in-time training and refresher training may be needed for future LDEMs. Astronauts rely on these procedures, in addition to the support provided by MCC, to clarify any steps or fix missteps. We believe that AR and IoT can improve procedure execution by providing more contextual information, preventing missteps, and guiding astronauts, all without relying on real-time, continuous communication with Earth.

The HCI Group at NASA Ames Research Center, collaborating with the San Jose State University Research Foundation and Carnegie Mellon University, have conducted several research investigations with the purpose of testing and validating whether these emerging technologies can provide, at an early stage, promising feedback on successful usability. In this paper, we outline the different approaches that we have taken to test the interaction benefits that such tools provide. The goal of these approaches is to increase crew autonomy by providing crew members with additional sources of information, execution tools, or both, by leveraging emerging technologies. This helps to enable crew members to act without the need for constant real-time communication with MCC by better integrating them with data generated by the habitat, assisting with procedure execution, and by providing just-in-time training. While we do not explicitly aim to replace MCC, these tools and techniques are designed to help crew members complete their tasks in missions with increased communication latencies. Four studies are outlined herein, describing the research conducted and key findings for each specific usability topic. The paper discusses the different approaches in which emerging technology in procedure execution tools have been addressed by the HCI team. These studies focus on habitat state feedback, integration of a digital procedure in an analogous domain, designing a prototype AR system, and crew training improvements.
2. Habitat Integration

2.1. Project Description

This project investigated the integration between crew and habitat systems in order to assist astronauts during procedure execution. Smart Habitat Augmented Reality Procedure (SHARP) was designed and constructed to demonstrate how real-time spacecraft state feedback can guide a user to diagnose and solve a system-specific issue. SHARP translates traditionally formatted procedures into a real-time step-by-step visualization displayed through a user interface on an iPad. The SHARP application aimed to decrease response time and cognitive loads the users might face by clearly illustrating the steps necessary to resolve an incident. To walk the user through the procedure in an interactive manner, SHARP integrated IoT sensors and AR to visualize the actions required. The system automatically marked steps as completed when the prototype’s sensors identified that the expected action had been performed.

2.2. Research

In this demo, we aimed to reduce the cognitive load the user received at once by displaying singular procedure steps in sequence. The demo also looked to test technology-related features such as sensor detection and AR visual output. The prototype was internally validated by a naive user with no prior knowledge or experience with the prototype by running through an ISS-like procedure utilizing the SHARP tool. The user was asked to execute a procedure aiming to remove and replace a failed Fan Power Supply Unit. SHARP presented the task, grouped into three sections: actions required before the procedure, actions required during the procedure, and actions required after the procedure was completed. In the demo, the user pointed the iPad’s camera at the locker prototype, which allowed the iOS application to locate the orientation of the object and display a border around the detected volume in AR. Once the object was captured, the interface provided the user with the first step of the procedure. Sensors were placed in key locations within the physical mock-up where the user’s action would be detected. Once the sensor detected the expected motion for that specific procedure step shown, the interface displayed the next step for the user to perform. By representing sensor action within the digital interface, the SHARP tool demonstrated how to provide users with real-time feedback on the progress of the procedure.

2.3. Prototype

For this project, both a physical and a software prototype were constructed. The physical prototype consisted of an ISS locker constructed using foam core and integrated with IoT sensors (see Figure 2a,b). These sensors, connected to an ESP8266 chip, detected changes in the state of the habitat, such as the locker door being opened or closed. Based on these changes, feedback was provided to the users which allowed them to react accordingly in the procedure. Simultaneously, an iOS application was designed and built to enable a user to walk through a given procedure with AR assistance. This application was built using ARKit, Apple’s AR platform for iOS devices, which enables developers to produce apps that interact with the world using the device’s cameras and sensors. ARKit is able to recognize 3D objects and anchor augmented objects using world orientation tracking. By graphically rendering 3D models, the application provides visual instruction on the steps the user should follow. The iOS application published information to the server about the user’s progress and the real-time information from each of the IoT sensors’ state. This prototype demo allowed users to complete several steps of the procedure successfully through the illustration of individual steps.

In this demo, we were able to successfully demonstrate that users could complete procedure steps with guidance provided by the digital tool and its overlaid visualization to the real-life locker prototype. For this initial research, the ability of the user to complete the demo using the SHARP tool was the main feedback demonstrating the usability of AR technology displayed through an interface. This was the first step in demonstrating that
an untrained user could follow a complex set of instructions as those seen in spaceflight operations. The digital tool allowed for automated step-by-step guidance of the procedure. The IoT sensors placed within the prototype enabled the prototype tool to acknowledge the step the crew member had just completed and to automatically reflect the changes in the procedure viewer. Augmented reality provided the opportunity to look beyond what the crew member could physically see, including systems placed behind covered panels in the prototype, which would have otherwise called for a dismantling of the panel just for diagnosis purposes.

![Figure 2. (a) ISS Locker Prototype (b) Initial locker demonstration.](image)

2.4. Conclusions

SHARP focused on how IoT sensors and AR could provide real-time feedback of the vehicle state to the user. SHARP included both a physical and digital prototype to demonstrate how a user would be guided through each step of an incident solution. The ability to successfully integrate both aspects of the prototype serves as a proof-of-concept that the technology can guide a user to the completion of tasks. Using the learnings from this demo on the capabilities and limitations of this technology allow for the opportunity to develop a more informed process for any further exploration of this tool. The IoT placement within the physical prototype allowed for specific actions to be detected throughout the demo. Through AR, the digital prototype was able to visually communicate the next step to be taken by the participant (see Figure 3). Through the use of these technologies, we discovered that object detection precision within the prototype is a key factor to provide accurate feedback to the user. If the sensors do not capture the necessary action, they are unable to detect when to provide the next step to be taken. Another important factor is the clarity in visual feedback once a step is completed. The interface must provide clear queues when the completion of a step has been accomplished in order to inform the user when to move on to the following step. This demo proved that when these two emerging technologies are integrated effectively, users can use the vehicle feedback and perform procedure steps.
3. Ground Procedures

3.1. Project Description

This project introduced a proof-of-concept mixed reality application to improve ground procedures for service technicians at NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC). Future crew members in LDEMs will perform complex hardware maneuvering, handling, and maintenance without real-time communications support from MCC. In this project, a ground procedure for handling and transport of delicate and complex flight hardware was addressed within a mixed reality interface. Ground procedures are performed at KSC for NASA by the Test and Operations Support Contract (TOSC), which supports the handling and transport of flight hardware from original equipment manufacturers to the launchpad. Technician procedure execution occurs by way of a Work Authorization Document (WAD), which is required to perform specific and complex ground processing tasks and work steps. WAD procedures are distributed in a PDF format and printed on paper to be brought to the site where tasks are performed. The printed PDF procedures tend to be long, repetitive, and can potentially lead to missteps and mistakes. Our research indicated that there is substantial precedent for emerging technology solutions such as AR within other industrial manufacturing domains, and an emerging technology solution may improve collaborative task execution for stakeholders. The primary research aims of this project were to improve the efficiency and reliability of technician procedure execution and enhance situational awareness for collaborative task execution of ground procedures.

A mixed reality application was proposed to enable a hands-free interface for technician work execution, introduce a checklist format improving buyoff of work-steps from all collaborators, provide improved foresight to later parts of the procedure document, and integrate supplementary resources or information within a single interface.

Figure 3. User interface demonstrating detected volume and providing a procedure execution step.

Future LDEMs will require astronauts to perform complex collaborative procedures with highly sensitive hardware. Different astronauts may possess different certifications for certain repair or transport tasks, and procedures must support efficient and intuitive collaborative execution. The prototype for this project focused on a task requiring personnel at NASA KSC to safely transport flight-ready hardware from one facility to another. The task presents highly targeted work steps demanding buyoff from a single ground service technician, with collaborative buyoff required from other ground service personnel. While our research indicated the collaborative nature of ground service and processing is a significant aspect of procedure execution, due to time constraints the prototype was designed for a single service technician. Additionally, while a proof-of-concept was derived for a heads-up display, a functional prototype was instead tested with multiple users on an iPad.
3.2. Research

For this project, we conducted a literature review of repair, maintenance, and servicing tasks at NASA, contextual inquiry within primary and analogous domains, subject matter interviews, needs identification and validation for a primary user group, and formulation of requirements for a proof-of-concept technology interface. Twelve subject matter interviews were conducted at NASA KSC with TOSC field service technicians, engineers who author procedures, as well as facility managers. Despite the fact that there are a host of stakeholders involved in the execution of ground procedures, technicians became the target user for the project based on an evaluation of challenges ("pain points"). Our research revealed the following challenges for technician execution of ground procedures: current procedure documents do not provide sufficient foresight to upcoming tasks relevant for efficient team management, planning, or organization, team communications are not linked, tied, or associated with specific work steps, comments are not captured within the execution workflow and are typically communicated among collaborators via text message, and supplementary materials (manuals and resource information) are not inherently linked to the PDF procedure (and may be missing from TOSC-specific workflows). Technicians typically need their hands free to execute work, yet our research observed that they often carry large manuals or tablets with reference materials. Our research also indicated that a significant challenge of collaborative ground procedure execution included that buyoff tended to be difficult using paper copies of procedures in the field. Ultimately, ensuring task safety, efficiency, reliability, and troubleshooting were identified as significant areas of concern and potential areas for improvement. A mixed reality interface was proposed to overlay a checklist within a hands-free interface. Our team hypothesized that a mixed reality interface would: improve WAD execution efficiency, provide additional foresight into upcoming tasks, and enable the user to quickly access task-specific information.

3.3. Prototype

After identifying user needs and requirements, design iterations were developed through paper prototyping, low fidelity digital prototyping, and user testing with new and repeat participants. The primary design objectives of the prototype were to improve the efficiency and reliability of technician procedure execution. A proof-of-concept was created for the mixed reality interface, however constraints related to sharing the Microsoft HoloLens with remote users at KSC led us to create and evaluate a functional prototype on an iPad (see Figures 4a and 5). The proof-of-concept mixed reality interface focused on the selected task of transferring flight hardware from one facility to another and made use of car repair parts and a makeshift dolly as stand-ins. In the proof-of-concept, video footage of the performed procedure was overlaid with a design representing the procedure as a checklist, and information beyond the current work step was given limited visibility. The proof-of-concept was designed for our primary user group, technicians, and the procedure execution video was taken from the technician’s point-of-view. Both in-person and remote user testing of the prototype was conducted through the InVision web application. The features incorporated within the iPad prototype included: the capability to contact collaborators and other teammates over the course of the procedure, access to supplementary materials such as manuals, help and troubleshooting information, a dropdown menu “hiding” information unrelated to a current work step, as well as a condensed “checklist” format providing improved foresight to later steps of the procedure and improved navigation during time-sensitive work steps.

To evaluate the prototype, subject matter experts in ground processing at KSC and researchers within the NASA Ames HCI Group were identified for user testing. Multiple rounds of usability testing were conducted using both heuristic evaluation as well as think-aloud evaluation methods [24,25]. Users are asked to share thoughts with each interaction in the demo as a means of identifying what information the user pays attention to, how the user brings prior knowledge to bear, and what the predominant usability issues may be based on the user’s reasoning. A series of five iterations of the prototype were tested.
and evaluated using the above methods. The success metrics of the interface included the interface's intelligibility, ease of use, and usability.

![Figure 4](image1.png)  
**Figure 4.** (a) iPad Interface. (b) Proof-of-concept for heads-up display.

![Figure 5](image2.png)  
**Figure 5.** Detail of iPad Procedure Interface.

### 3.4. Conclusions

This project investigated how to improve execution of ground procedures for field service technicians at NASA KSC. A mixed reality proof-of-concept was proposed to improve procedure execution efficiency and reliability. Field service technician work execution technologies within industrial manufacturing domains are already heavily invested in hands-free mixed reality solutions—the goal being to improve the efficiency and ease of work execution tasks without additional training or instruction. Most subject matter experts from KSC noted positive improvements to the clarity and efficiency of procedure execution using the iPad but expressed concern over implementation of new solutions due to limited Wi-Fi availability in certain facilities at KSC. The mixed reality proof-of-concept proved beneficial to work execution by empowering the user to be “hands-free” and capable of using manual repair and maintenance tools while visibility of procedure steps is maintained within the user’s field of vision, and by providing an intuitive interface for procedure execution that did not require additional instruction or training. While additional prototyping or development relative to ground procedures for TOSC-specific workflows is
not planned in the near future, the research findings of the project present implications for future work in mixed reality applications for ground and field servicing activities.

4. Procedure Execution

4.1. Project Description

In current ISS missions, astronauts are tasked with conducting a variety of science experiments and maintenance activities requiring heavy memory recall. As such, we designed various fidelities of prototypes to support a complex procedure that involves restocking food in a rodent habitat aboard the ISS that has often been used to conduct long-term animal experiments in space. This procedure involves identifying and locating specific tools needed to open the habitat, restocking food supplies for animals inside the habitat, and following steps in a particular order to ensure the safety of the animals and the astronaut carrying out the procedure. We iterated the designs of the prototypes based on feedback from usability tests of low-, medium-, and high-fidelity prototypes.

4.2. Research

The research process started with a literature review about what levels of instruction are necessary to complete a task [26–29], as well as how sensors [30,31] and augmented reality [32–34] can help to complete a task. We performed contextual inquiries within primary and analogous domains and conducted subject matter interviews with engineers and technicians at various NASA centers as well as retired astronauts. Performing contextual inquiries at the Arc Jet complex at ARC and the Thermal Projection System Facility at KSC allowed us to develop an awareness of the technical and environmental conditions analogous to how astronauts perform tasks aboard the space station. We also participated in three experiential learning sessions within domains analogous to astronauts in which we were able to perform the activities within the domain ourselves to give us hands-on knowledge of the experience. Our research findings revealed the particular importance of implementing a feedback loop that empowers workers to influence procedure improvements, being able to meaningfully track status within a procedure, providing spatial references to help guide workers through a procedure, and having the flexibility to adjust the granularity of instructions based on a worker’s skill level and experience. After several refinements of increasing technology fidelity, we leveraged various technologies to eventually develop an intelligent, connected device that can maximize astronauts’ mobility—particularly by displaying procedure instructions on the AR interface and freeing both of their hands to execute the procedure—and provide meaningful guidance as they perform unfamiliar procedures.

We conducted usability tests using three different physical forms and various methods of spatial navigation and cognitive orientation using low fidelity prototypes which included augmented reality, a wearable with audio instructions, and a tablet. Four participants performed a simple but unfamiliar cooking procedure. We determined that the augmented reality form was the most appropriate for astronaut context since it enables hands-free control that travels with the user while still allowing for visual elements and easy scannability. More specifically, a visual interface can also provide visual affordances for verbal commands to help lower the stress on the user’s working memory.

Usability research using a mid fidelity prototype was conducted on five NASA users with backgrounds in mission planning and user experience design, and usability research on the final high fidelity version was performed with six people from the same background. None of the participants had prior familiarity with the procedure that the prototype asked them to execute, which was restocking food in a rodent habitat, as is performed on the ISS. At the end of each usability test, we solicited feedback on various aspects of the prototype. We received positive feedback on the use of images alongside procedure instructions for easier execution, the display of previews in next step that allowed users to accelerate step completion or consolidate multiple steps, the display of directional arrows on the user interface to locate tools or objects needed to execute the procedure, and the helpfulness of
the speech recognition implementation as users found the use of verbal commands to be natural. Some areas of improvement captured in user feedback included finer granularity in the directional arrows to guide users during asset tracking, making the overall progress bar of the procedure more prominent; users found it to be useful, but they had not noticed it until much later in the procedure.

4.3. Prototype

We designed and built a working prototype of an augmented reality headset that provides astronauts hands-free instructions for procedure execution. The prototype used three single-board computers, one Intel Edison and two Raspberry Pi devices (see Figure 6 for a networking diagram). The Edison ran a web server that stored the procedure and kept track of the user’s progress. One of the Raspberry Pi computers served as the server for the front-end of the web application whose user interface was displayed on an iPad mini, which was mounted face-down from a helmet worn by the user. The AR interface was achieved by reflecting the user interface on the iPad mini running the web application onto a sheet of teleprompter glass that hung in front of the user (see Figure 7a).

![Figure 6. Networking diagram showing the connections over Wi-Fi of the two Raspberry Pis, Intel Edison, Windows Phone, and Web App.](image)

A second Raspberry Pi computer, which was worn by the user, served as a Bluetooth beacon reader to scan for Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)-based beacons affixed to tools needed to execute the procedure. This Raspberry Pi examined the strength of a Bluetooth signal being broadcast from a tool to roughly determine its distance (in increments of tens of feet) from the user in a room. The Raspberry Pi passed this distance information to the Intel Edison over Wi-Fi, and, combined with an experimenter who controlled a user interface directional arrow, the AR interface then displayed a visual indicator of distance and direction to help the user determine how to locate and retrieve the tool or object needed to perform the current procedure step (see Figure 7b). Hands-free operation of this prototype was achieved by incorporating speech recognition, made possible with a speech recognition engine on a Windows 8-based mobile phone with a headset worn by the user that captured verbal commands (e.g., “Ready for next step”), translated them to text, and sent them to the Intel Edison. If this converted phrase corresponded to a valid voice command, the system updated the user interface accordingly for the user.
Figure 7. (a) AR display reflected from iPad mini running web application onto teleprompter glass in user’s field of view. (b) AR user interface displaying the current procedure step with distance and direction of object’s location that the user needs to retrieve. To aid the user, a list of valid verbal commands is also available at the bottom on the user interface, as well as a progress bar of the current procedure at the top.

4.4. Conclusions

Usability testing was conducted in-person in a laboratory. We provided each participant with the same task to complete and asked them to perform a think-aloud—a method that has participants verbalizing their thoughts as they used the prototype—during the procedure. We measured whether the participant was able to complete the task successfully and the time needed to complete the task. Performing user tests with this solution on a number of NASA employees led to feedback confirming the usefulness of the augmented reality interface design to execute the procedure and successfully locate the assets needed to complete the procedure. User tests also confirmed the intuitive nature of issuing verbal commands to navigate through the interface hands-free. Users noted that they found the distance information and directional arrows overlaid in their field of vision to help with asset tracking effective. The use of speech recognition was natural to navigate between steps of the procedure, as both of their hands were available to complete the tasks; previously, one of their hands would normally be occupied in holding a device that displayed the procedure instructions. The integration of all these elements has shown that this solution can be applied to astronauts, enabling them with increased autonomy during procedure execution by reducing the dependencies that they have with current methods. Participants credited the usefulness of the augmented reality and speech recognition aspects to successfully complete the given task using the prototype, and future application versions would continue to refine these aspects. Improving the speech interface to be more natural and reducing the weight of the augmented reality hardware so it can be more easily worn are two specific areas of focus for the next iteration of this prototype.

5. Just-in-Time Training

5.1. Project Description

Future long-duration spaceflight missions will require new training skills and tools to assist in intra-vehicular (IV) procedure execution. Skills which are currently taught before flight will need to be provided as just-in-time training in-flight due to expanding mission timelines and requirements. We designed and prototyped a mobile procedure viewer for future IV crew members using augmented reality with the goals of increasing crew autonomy, decreasing training time, and reducing procedure execution errors. This project used the Microsoft HoloLens, an augmented reality headset capable of displaying semi-transparent “holograms” to the wearer which can be fixed to the user’s viewpoint or to an aspect of the environment. The HoloLens also allows users to fix objects in a specific location within a room which is ideal for providing information in context. This project used...
a similar ISS rodent research procedure as the project described in the previous section, but instead used a commercial augmented reality headset. This prototype integrates with an analog for a future space habitat outfitted with an IoT sensor network. Our final prototype was created by iterating over three design cycles with sixteen usability participants from the NASA Ames HCI Group.

5.2. Research

Our work on developing a prototype was divided into two main tasks. The first task which we called “path visualization” focused on guiding the participants to a tool or location. The reason we chose this first task is because tools and objects are frequently lost aboard the ISS and AR could be used to guide future astronauts to these locations based on embedded sensor data [35]. The second task, procedure execution, focused on providing just-in-time training and real-time feedback to an astronaut performing a typical procedure onboard the station. Before participants began their first task, they were asked to complete a training exercise (referred to as a warmup) to get them familiar with HoloLens interactions and selectors. Combined, these two aspects provided guidance which allowed users with no previous knowledge of the layout of the environment or details of the task to successfully navigate to a lost tool and complete a procedure execution task similar to what would be required onboard the ISS. We recruited sixteen participants across three versions of the prototype and asked them to complete path visualization and procedure execution tasks. We ran six participants using version one of the prototype, five participants in version two, and another five participants in version three of the prototype. After each usability study, we conducted a semi-structured interview where we asked participants to describe their experience using the HoloLens and any discussion difficulties they encountered completing our tasks.

The focus of the path visualization task was to create a guidance system that would help astronauts find their desired tool or destination onboard the space station. We simulated the task of locating a missing tool by requiring users to retrieve tools from another room in the building. The guidance was presented as a continuous line of holographic arrows in the augmented reality display. These arrows led users to the room and then, within the room, guided them to the precise location of the tool. The arrows on the line were generated at fixed intervals, and the path was fixed within the environment such that users would always have an arrow indicating the direction they should head in their field of view. Initial prototypes placed individual holographic arrows on walls with no line to follow, which produced confusion and made it more challenging for users to begin walking towards their desired destination. We were able to identify these points of confusion based on interviews where we asked participants to describe their subjective experience out loud during the entirety of both tasks. This feedback was used to measure subjective usability and that data was used to improve the interface in subsequent versions. We also measured performance by counting the number of tools each participant could successfully identify. If participants routinely failed at finding a tool, that was a clear indication that we were not providing the appropriate cues and affordances.

During the procedure execution part of the usability studies, we focused on providing new features and functionality beyond what is currently available for astronauts with PDF or web-based procedures. Our prototype guided the user through the procedure by providing a holographic animation for each step within the procedure and provided a holographic user interface (UI) to display the procedure step in context. We developed a shortened procedure based on a complex research task onboard ISS. This task was selected not just because of its similarity to ISS activities, but also because it required objects to be in specific orientations, which is difficult to communicate properly to astronauts in microgravity. The procedure required the user to manipulate objects and place them in specific orientations, which leveraged holographic animation overlays. The goal of this procedure was to remove an object from one box and transfer it into a separate box. After the user completed each step within the procedure, the next step would be presented, both
in the text and animation, without any required input from the user. This was accomplished by taking advantage of the IoT sensors built into the task and with a Wizard of Oz approach. During the procedure execution task, we asked participants to think out loud so that we could identify moments of confusion either with the task or the use of augmented reality overlays. We used this data to evaluate usability and identify features or interface elements that we could improve.

5.3. Prototype

The prototype developed takes advantage of the Microsoft HoloLens to display information to the user. The HoloLens is a hands-free AR HMD that uses gesture and voice to make selections and commands. This AR form factor is considered ideal (as opposed to hand-held mobile AR) for future astronauts as they often need both hands to complete complex procedures. Our prototype used fixed-placed holograms that provide relevant information near a specific hardware or location, as well as procedure instructions which stay in view and follow the user’s movements (see Figure 8). While we were able to collect a large amount of information from the environment (such as the user’s progress in the procedure and their proximity to tools), only the most relevant information was presented to the users so as to not overload them. We found that the HoloLens’s small field of view also constrained the amount of information we could communicate at one time.

We embedded IoT sensors in the tools we required participants to find and on a wristband that participants would wear as they completed our task (see Figure 9b). The IoT sensors used in our prototype were based on an ESP8266 chipset which were powered by small lithium batteries. This chipset was then attached to each tool which allowed us to provide information on location, orientation, and movement. Each of these chips was equipped with an accelerometer as well as a light-emitting diode (LED) and had the ability to communicate back and forth to a central server. In order to determine locations of the chipsets embedded on our tools we used a Wi-Fi transceiver to provide a rough estimate of distance between objects. This relative signal strength identification can continuously perform scans which provide real-time location information. This location information allowed us to instantiate holograms within the headset at specific times and locations.
within the study. The connected IoT network paired with the HoloLens enabled us to reveal and remove relevant information when it was needed. As an example, we used the HoloLens to indicate and guide the user to tools that they were tasked with finding, identify when the tools were picked up using the accelerometer data collected by each tool, and then update the interface to move users onto the next step in the usability study. Showing and hiding salient information was a requirement because of the limited field of view within the HoloLens and the large amount of information we were trying to communicate like tool location, procedure steps, and holographic overlays (see Figures 8 and 9a).

Figure 9. (a) HoloLens holographic overlays. (b) Wristband with ESP8266 chipset.

5.4. Conclusions

User testing at NASA Ames led to several best practices and guidelines for AR and IoT assisted procedure execution. Based on our interviews and our success criteria, we found the use of a paper prototype warmup exercise to be useful, as most users have no experience or context interacting with augmented reality. It can be challenging to describe relative orientation of mechanical parts for maintenance or assembly tasks. The use of holograms to provide 3D translation and rotation information was found to be especially useful compared to traditional, text-based procedural steps according to participants. As the HoloLens can be operated hands-free, users can continue a procedure while in the middle of complex assembly. When the holograms were aligned and overlaid with real world parts, the 3D animation removed ambiguity regarding the procedure. Users could watch and follow along with the animation in real-time, without any need to interpret written procedures. The HoloLens’s capability to persist location-specific holograms provided feedback to the user which could not have been provided by tablet or phone-based AR solutions. Future versions of this prototype should explore holographic animation overlays more thoroughly to identify what tasks within ISS procedures are best suited to AR assistance. Our preliminary findings suggest that more complex maintenance and installation tasks are best suited for this interface however more exploration is needed. The use of a wristband sensor allowed for the prototype to sense the user’s proximity to relevant objects, and it helped to confirm when objects had been picked up. Combined with sensor data provided by the IoT devices, our prototype enabled novice users to complete our procedure correctly, without any instructor guidance.

6. Discussion and Concluding Remarks

Current space exploration missions rely on procedures to be executed by crew members with full time assistance from MCC. Historically and in spaceflight operations aboard the International Space Station, crew members have relied on extensive paper-based documentation to successfully complete procedures with real time audio assistance from MCC. Real-time communications have ensured procedures are completed with high reliability and efficiency. As NASA ventures into missions beyond low Earth orbit, where communications delays might reach up to 22 min one way, 44 min round trip, this assistance cannot
be relied on. NASA and other spaceflight agencies actively research technologies to mitigate risks to crew members associated with long duration spaceflight. Ongoing research addresses how to empower crew members to complete procedures and achieve mission success with greater Earth-independence. As part of this effort, research in emerging technologies aims to ensure crew self-sufficiency when real time communications with ground will not be available. Our research has focused on how emerging technologies augment the efficiency and reliability of crew performance in certain examples of procedure execution.

NASA Ames Research Center’s HCI team has been evaluating the possibility of emerging technologies as a possible solution to mitigate the risk brought by this new challenge. In LDEMs, crew members are going to be challenged into acting independently to solve these mission-specific issues that might arise. Our team has addressed this research question in four different focuses: the use of emerging technology for the improvement of training, prototype proof-of-concepts using NASA analog missions, developing tools for procedure execution prototypes, and testing the integration between habitat and procedure tools. As a result, these studies have proven that the utilizations of emerging technologies such as augmented reality and Internet of Things sensors have a potential in increasing intuitiveness in procedure execution for crew members, allowing for more user centric procedure experience than current paper-based documents.

Through our different research studies, emerging technologies proved beneficial in different aspects of future space flight crew operations. Due to the extended time between training and in-flight procedure execution, skills will have to be provided as just-in-time training. In our first study, it was demonstrated that the use of animated holograms to provide overlayed information allowed an improved performance in maintenance operations. Our following study utilizing analogous domains, such as technician procedure execution at KSC, allowed our team to develop a proof-of-concept tool to improve procedures. Users were ultimately empowered by having a mixed reality interface that allowed them to perform procedures hands-free with clear visibility of procedure steps. Within procedure execution, our next study detailed explored the benefits of AR-enabled tools. Through the headset prototype, users were able to intuitively execute procedures using verbal commands and visual cues. Finally, we investigated the benefits of human-vehicle integrations for efficiency in procedure execution. Here, the IoT allowed users to understand the real-time vehicle state and successfully complete several procedure steps using the interface guidance.

Our goal was to identify how best to map emerging technologies to human spaceflight operations tasks. Integrating AR and IoT was most helpful for tasks that require astronauts to conduct work with their hands, such as manual or maintenance tasks. Furthermore, these technologies were also most beneficial in communicating complex procedural instructions. Visualizations of spatially driven instructions were successful in assisting naïve, minimally trained users in complete tasks. Animations showing object orientations and tool or hardware locations facilitated task execution. Indicators of successful procedural step completion were essential in guiding users. Finally, sensor integration was easily incorporated on tools and users; multiple sensors were necessary to robustly model accurate procedural step completion. Future research will aim at further identifying key design elements that will enable us to design future systems with high user adoption and acceptable usability.

We explored the benefits and limitations that integrating technologies such as AR and IoT provide for assisting with procedure execution. From training to in-flight operations, these technologies can provide intuitiveness and efficiency within future spaceflight tools. Based on our studies’ results, we are able to draw early conclusions that emerging technologies provide opportunities for increased crew autonomy for future spaceflight missions.
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AR Augmented Reality
ARC Ames Research Center
BLE Bluetooth Low Energy
HCI Human-Computer Interaction
HMD Head Mounted Display
IoT Internet of Things
ISS International Space Station
IV Intra-Vehicular
KSC Kennedy Space Center
LDEMs Long-Duration Exploration Missions
LED Light-Emitting Diode
MCC Mission Control Center
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
OR Operating Room
PDF Portable Document Format
SHARP Smart Habitat Augmented Reality Procedure
TOSC Test and Operations Support Contract
UI User Interface
VR Virtual Reality
WAD Work Authorization Document


